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In this edition of 'The Essential Trainer' we start the first article in the series "Trainer as 
Leader".  
 

The Importance of Building Trust and Acting with Integrity as a Trainer, by Paul Clifford, 
Organisational Psychologist, FBG Group 

 
You may or may not perceive yourself as a leader.  But you do have followers and many of 
them would probably say you are. Your clients do more than follow your exercise 
prescriptions. Often they follow your example, they follow your advice and they follow your 
philosophies. Leaders have influence over others.  You may not fully appreciate how 
influential you are!  
 
So what makes good leadership? To answer this properly we must reflect on what extensive 
research in this area tells us.  
 
Leadership research provides us with a reasonably clear picture of the behaviors that 
leaders demonstrate that yield good leadership results.  Those results are committed 
followers who are a) satisfied with the way they receive leadership, b) are engaged in their 
work and c) productive and prepared to go the extra mile for their leader.  
 
The research suggests that behaviors known as Transformational and Authentic leadership 
behaviours are ones that reliably achieve the above mentioned results. Over the coming 
editions of 'The Essential Trainer' I will go into depth about each of the 5 Transformational 
behaviors and the 4 pillars of Authentic leadership. As you read through these editions keep 
in mind that research indicates that 70% of your leadership capability is made and only 30% 
comes from what you were born with. So leadership behaviour can absolutely be 
developed! 
 
The first of the transformational behaviors is building trust and acting with integrity.  At its 
heart this means demonstrating a consistent approach to what you say and do. Here are 
some examples of how trainers can demonstrate integrity and build trust.  
 

 Be clear on what your position is on issues, what you believe in and what your 
philosophies are, and ensure that your actions are consistently aligned. Let's say 
you believe that it's important for your clients to always put good technique ahead 
of the amount of weight they lift.  If your clients then see you ignoring technique in 
favour of 'smashing it', your clients will find it hard to trust what you say because you 
are not being consistent. Consistency is what builds trust.  

 

 If you say you'll send your client some information on nutrition, make sure you do 
it. It’s disappointing and frustrating when you hear someone tell you they will follow 
up on something that is important to you, and they never do.  Your reputation as a 
trainer will soon suffer the more promises you break.        

 

 Ensure your responses to questions, failures and client behaviors are met with 
encouraging responses. What erodes trust is when a trainer starts off being 
supportive but then verbalises frustration and intolerance toward their client.   They 
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say familiarity breeds contempt and sometimes we can become slack and forget that 
our long standing clients need just as much encouragement as our new ones.  Being 
critical is ok but it’s the way you do it that’s important.  Tough messages can be 
delivered with sensitivity and empathy.  If you do verbalise frustration and 
intolerance in an inappropriate way you’ll soon find your clients don’t confide in you 
and may very well disconnect from you completely, impacting on your ability to 
partner with them for success.       

 

 Reveal something of yourself.  You will find it hard to build trust if you don’t let 
others get to know you.  This means revealing some of what you believe in but it’s 
also about admitting mistakes and showing that you are human.  It may not mean 
telling your client very personal things or revealing things too soon.  It’s a judgement 
call and you need to assess how much you want to reveal.  However, note that 
without revealing some of who you are you are going to limit your ability to win the 
trust of your client and as a consequence what you achieve with your client will also 
be limited. 
 

Contact Paul on 0423771839 or e-mail him at pclifford@fbggroup.com.au if you’d like to 
know more about what trainers can do to build trust and act with integrity.  
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